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Dear Parents,
Greetings from DPS Nadergul!
The SA1 exams have concluded and term II has just begun. The syllabus for term II is
in full swing. It is time for the school to reiterate a few facts for your perusal and follow
up.










Do reflect on your ward’s academic performance. The school has also begun the
After School Academic Support Programe and other action plans are on for
diagnosis and remediation. Parents are requested to help their wards by following
up the school’s plan and giving personalised attention for improved performance.
Project dress code: Do ensure your ward is in neat, complete uniform as per
timetable. Neat shoes and neat ironed clothes show a groomed, complete
personality.
The school campus is an English speaking zone for all students except during
language classes. Do instruct and emphasize its importance at all times. Encourage
your wards to read every single day whether it be reading newspapers, books,
listening to English news and learning a new word every day. Parents are
encouraged to create an English speaking environment for a specific period of
time each day to facilitate improved communication skills.
As part of Swatch Bharat Abhyan, the school has taken up Swatch Kaksha
Abhyan (cleanliness of class rooms). Do encourage your ward on the importance
of cleanliness of campus, at home, at school and in the buses and not to forget
personal hygiene.
Global warming has reached alarming levels across the world. Every family has to
do its bit to work towards environment conservation. Parents are requested to
celebrate a green Diwali with reduced or no crackers, lighting candles and earthen
lamps instead of using electricity. Adult supervision during use of crackers is a
must. We pray for a safe and wonderful Diwali.
May lights triumph over darkness
May peace transcend the earth
May the spirit of light illuminate the world
May you celebrate a wonderful Diwali this year

Happy Diwali!
Ms.Padma Jyothi Turaga
Principal

